The existing robust collaborative recommendation algorithms have low robustness against PIA and AoP attacks. Aiming at the problem, we propose a robust recommendation method based on shilling attack detection and matrix factorization model. Firstly, the type of shilling attack is identified based on statistical characteristics of attack profiles. Secondly, we devise corresponding unsupervised detection algorithms for standard attack, AoP and PIA, and the suspicious users and items are flagged. Finally, we devise a robust recommendation algorithm by combining the proposed shilling attack detection algorithm with matrix factorization model, and conduct experiments on the MovieLens dataset to demonstrate its effectiveness. Experimental results show that the proposed method exhibits good recommendation precision and excellent robustness for shilling attacks of multiple types.
Introduction
Recommender systems provide an effective solution to alleviate the problem of information overload. Collaborative filtering algorithms have been widely used on the websites' personalized recommender systems by commercial service providers (e.g., Amazon, Yahoo! and Netflix). Due to the inherent openness and the technical characteristics of collaborative recommender systems, malicious users inject fake rating information into the system, making recommender systems generate recommendation results to their own benefit. Such behavior has been termed as shilling attacks or profile injection attacks [1] . The existence of shilling attack undermines the credibility of recommender systems. Therefore, how to ensure the robustness of collaborative recommender systems has become an important issue in the research field of recommender systems [2, 3] .
In order to improve the attack-resistant ability of collaborative recommender systems, researchers have proposed many shilling attack detection algorithms [4] [5] [6] and robust recommendation algorithms [7] [8] [9] [10] . Mehta et al. proposed shilling attack detection algorithm using principal component analysis (PCA) of the users' profiles [4] . The UnRAP unsupervised detection algorithm [5] utilizes clustering and Hv-score metric to distinguish attack profiles. These attack detection algorithms can effectively improve the detection performance for traditional standard attacks (Random Attack and Average Attack [1] ). However, these algorithms' detection performance is poor for AoP (Average over Popular Items [11] ) and PIA (Power Item Attack [12] ).
There are two ways to achieve robust recommendation algorithm: one is to enhance the inherent robustness of algorithms; another is to combine the attack detection technology with recommendation algorithms. Mehta et al. proposed a robust recommendation algorithm (RMF) based on M-estimators [7] . The reference [8] proposed a least trimmed squares estimator based matrix factorization (LTSMF) algorithm, which shows better robustness compared with RMF. This kind of robust recommendation algorithm discards larger residuals ratings to resist malicious attacks, but it cause the loss of ratings information for genuine users. Mehta and Nejdl proposed a robust recommendation algorithm (called VarSelect SVD) [10] . The algorithm combines PCA-VarSelect attack detection algorithm [4] with the generalized Hebbian learning matrix factorization model [14] . VarSelect SVD exhibits good robustness for standard attack, but the algorithm is ineffective against AoP and PIA attacks.
In this paper, we propose a robust recommendation method (MTD-RMF) based on multi-type shilling attacks detection and matrix factorization model. The main contributions include: (1) we propose a method to identify the types of shilling attacks and devise corresponding unsupervised attacks detection algorithms; (2) we devise a robust collaborative recommendation algorithm through combining the proposed shilling attack detection algorithm with matrix factorization model; (3) we conduct experiments on the MovieLens dataset to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
Background

Shilling Attack Model
A shilling attack model is an approach for constructing a set of attack profiles, based on knowledge about the recommender system's rating database, products and users. Each attack user profile consist of four sets of items: Target item I t is usually a single item that is typically set to the maximum or minimum rating depending on the attack intent (push or nuke). Selected items I S have particular characteristics determined by the attacker. Filler items I F are usually set randomly according a normal distribution and are used to establish correlations with other users in the dataset. Unrated items I Ø have null values. Filler size is the set of items which are rated in the attacker profile. Attack size is the ratio between the number of attack profiles and the number of genuine profiles.
Two general attack models were proposed and named the Random and Average attacks [1] . For average over popular items attack [11] , the strategy to obfuscate the average attack by choosing filler items with equal probability from the top x% of most popular items, where x is chosen to ensure that the profiles are undetectable by the PCA detector. For power item attack [12] , attackers utilize influence-based methods to select the certain power items to include in their attack user profiles, and these attack profiles are undetectable by existing detection algorithms.
Matrix Factorization Model
Netflix Prize and KDD Cup competition have demonstrated that matrix factorization models are superior to classic nearest-neighbor techniques for producing product recommendation [13] . Models often exploit latent information for hidden structures of users and items from the given data. In the matrix factorization model, the mn  ratings matrix R is decomposed into two low-dimensional matrices: mf  user feature matrix P and nf  item feature matrix Q. A rating is predicted by the inner product of a user latent factor and an item latent factor. The expression as following:
In order to learn the model parameters (p u and q i ), a standard method to learn the latent factors is to minimize the sum of squared errors with regularization:
Here, K is the training sample set,
is a regularization term which avoids over-fitting by penalizing the magnitudes of the parameters. Minimization is typically performed by stochastic gradient descent algorithm. For a given training rating, we modify the parameters by moving in the opposite direction of the gradient, yielding:
where residual
is the error between training rating and predicted rating, and the step size is determined by cross-validation.
The Proposed Method
The framework of the proposed method MTD-RMF is shown in Figure 1 , and the general idea is described as follows: (1) the type of shilling attack is identified based on statistical characteristics of attack profiles; (2) the suspicious users and items are flagged through the corresponding unsupervised detection algorithms for standard attack, PIA and AoP attack; (3) the robust recommendation algorithm is devised by incorporating the attack detection results with matrix factorization model. 
Detection Attributes
Definition 1 Degree of Similarity with Top Neighbors (DegSim). The DegSim attribute is based on the average similarity of the profile's k nearest neighbors and is defined as follows:
where ( , ) sim u v is the similarity between users u and v calculated via Pearson's correlation coefficient, and k is the number of neighbors. Given that a typical profile contains many unrated items, our strategy is to treat missing values as zeros and compute ( , ) sim u v across the entire profile.
The DegSim attribute of PIA or standard attack profiles differ significantly from that of genuine profiles. We select randomly 90 profiles as a sample, which contains 50 genuine profiles, 20 standard attack profiles, 20 PIA attack profiles. The DegSim values are shown in Figure 2 .
Definition 2 Variance Adjusted Mean Square Residue (Hv-score). The Hv-score metric [5] is defined as follows:
where I is the set of all items, i r is the average rating that item i has received from all users, u r is the average rating that user u has given to all items, and r is the average rating of the entire ratings.
Definition 3 Weighted Deviation from Mean Rating (WDMR). The WDMR is intended to identify attackers through examining the profile's average deviation for each item, combined with the weighted values for these items. The WDMR attribute is defined as follows:
Here, u I is the set of items rated by user u, i W is the weighted value of item i. Our strategy is to calculate the weighted value as
where sum is the number of all ratings and i N is the number of users who have rated item i. Because AoP attack profile's rating is close to mean rating for each item, the WDMR values of AoP attack users are lower than genuine users. Definition 4 Deviation from Item's Average Rating (Davg). The Davg attribute is defined as:
Avg is the average rating that item i has received from suspicious users, i Avg is the average rating received from all users. Because target item is usually set to the maximum rating and attack users enriched with suspicious profiles, the Davg value of target item is greater than zero.
Definition 5 Percentage of Item's Maximum Rating (Pmr). The Pmr attribute is defined as:
Where N i is the number of ratings that item i has received from suspicious users, Nmax i is the number of maximum rating received from suspicious users, the Pmr value of target item is greater than 50%.
Unsupervised Detection of Attack Profiles
Some supervised classification techniques (e.g., KNN, C4.5 and SVM) have been utilized in shilling attack detection, but they suffer from low precision and require a large number of training samples. In this section, we propose an unsupervised multi-type shilling attack detection algorithm (MTD).
Step 1: Attack Type Identification. The DegSim and Hv attributes of PIA or standard attack users differ significantly from that of genuine users. The DegSim and Hv-score of each user profile in rating database are calculated. List one is generated by sorting the users' DegSim in ascending order. List two is generated by sorting the users' Hv-score in descending order. Experimental results show that standard or PIA attack users are centralized on the top or bottom position of list one or list two. The item i ds with the largest deviation from its mean in the top-n lowest users profiles in list one, item ds i  with the largest deviation from its mean in the bottom-n highest users profiles in list one. The item i hv with the largest deviation from its mean in the top-n highest users profiles in list two, item hv i  with the largest deviation from its mean in the bottom-n lowest users profiles in list two. If i ds and i hv are the same target item, the type of attack is the PIA attack. If ds i  and hv i  are the same target item, the type of attack is standard attack. If the previous two conditions are not met, the type of attack is AoP attack.
Step 2: Standard and PIA Attack Detection. For standard attack or PIA attack, the target item has been found in step 1. The items' suspicion list F i is initialized with 0, and the target item is flagged as 1. Because push attack is more commonly used, target item is typically set to maximum rating. Users' suspicion list F u is initialized with 0, and users with maximum rating of target item are flagged as 1.
Step 3: AoP Attack Detection. Attack profiles and genuine profiles are very similar for AoP attack, hence it's difficult to find attack users and target item. We utilize statistical attributes (WDMR, Davg and Pmr) to narrow the range of suspicious users and suspicious items. In the users' suspicion list F u , half of the whole users with the lower WDMR are flagged as 1. In the items' suspicious list F i , the items with that Pmr value is greater than 1/2 and Davg value is greater than zero are flagged as 1. 
MTD-RMF: Robust Recommendation Algorithm
The suspicious users and items in ratings database can be flagged by the proposed detection algorithm (MTD), and matrix factorization model algorithm exhibits good recommendation precision. In this section, we propose a robust collaborative recommendation algorithm based on MTD attack detection and matrix factorization model. The MTD-RMF algorithm is designed as follows: Calling the attack detection algorithm MTD. The suspicious users in list u F and suspicious items in list i F can be flagged through MTD algorithm. Executing matrix factorization model algorithm. Users feature matrix P and items feature matrix Q can be obtained by stochastic gradient descent algorithm. In the process of updating the parameters, if a rating ( , ui r ) satisfy the three conditions (u is flagged as 1 in list u F , i is flagged as 1 in list i F , and this rating is the maximum rating) at the same time, the parameters for this rating is not updated and iterated. 
Experiments and Evaluation
Dataset
To evaluate the performance of MTD-RMF method, we select the Movielens 100K dataset as the experimental data, which consists of 100,000 ratings from 943 users on 1,682 movies. All ratings are integer values between one and five, where one is the lowest (dislike) and five is the highest (like).
In our experiments, the dataset is randomly divided into two groups: 80% are used as training dataset and the remaining 20% are used as testing dataset. We inject attack profiles into the training set. The attack profiles are generated with three kinds of attack model: standard attack (average attack, random attack), AoP attack and PIA attack. Considering the actual situation and attack cost, we set the filler size to 1%~10% and the attack size to 1%~10% for each attack type.
Evaluation Metrics
We use Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Prediction Shift (PS) and Hit Ratio (HR) to measure the performance of our robust recommendation algorithm. MAE is used to measure the prediction precision, PS and HR are used to measure the robustness, which are defined as follows: ( ) , , ,
, ,
where T is the test set, r u,i is the actual rating of user u on item i, ,ui r is the predicted rating. U is the genuine users set, , otherwise. Because the purpose of the attack is to make the target item appear in the recommendation list of users, the Hit Ratio is a better evaluation metric than Prediction Shift.
Experimental Results and Analysis
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method (MTD-RMF), we carry out a series of contrast experiments with the existing robust recommendation algorithms: RMF [7] , LTSMF [8] and VarSelect SVD [10] . The results of contrast experiments are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . From Table 1 and Table 2 , we can observe that the MAE of LTSMF algorithm is relatively large and the recommendation accuracy is somewhat lost; the MAE of RMF, VarSelect SVD and MTD-RMF are smaller and nearer, so these three algorithms have higher recommendation accuracy. It can be concluded that the RMF and LTSMF algorithms have low robustness against all kinds of shilling attacks (PS is very large, HR is very high), and LTSMF algorithm shows better robustness compared with RMF algorithm. From Table 2 , it can be concluded that VarSelect SVD and MTD-RMF algorithms have good robustness against the standard attack (PS is very small, HR is zero). From Table 1 , it can be concluded that the VarSelect SVD algorithm' robustness is poor for AoP and PIA attacks (PS is very large, HR is very high), and the target item appear in the recommendation list of most users; however, the MTD-RMF algorithm has good robustness (PS is very small, HR is zero), and the target item is not appear in the users' recommendation list.
RMF and LTSMF algorithms discards larger residuals ratings to resist malicious attacks, but it cause the loss of ratings information for genuine users and have low robustness against shilling attacks. VarSelect SVD combines PCA-based attack detection algorithm with SVD-GHA. PCA-based detection algorithm' detection performance is poor for AoP and PIA attacks, therefore, the VarSelect SVD algorithm has low robustness against AoP and PIA attacks. In the process of the MTD-RMF method, the suspicious users and suspicious items can be flagged based on attack type identification and corresponding attack detection algorithms, hence the impact of the attack profiles on the ratings prediction can be eliminated.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a robust recommendation method based on shilling attack detection and matrix factorization model. The algorithm contains three modules: attack type identification, attack detection and ratings prediction. MTD-RMF method exhibits good recommendation precision and excellent robustness for traditional standard attack, AoP attack and PIA attack. In order to make the applicable scope of robust recommendation algorithm more widely and the recommendation accuracy higher, our future work will be to optimize the attack type identification module, attack detection module and ratings prediction module.
